
ACTIVITY REPORT 

 

1. Title of Activity:   A workshop on design and development  

                               by Ar. Ketan Jawdekar. 

 

2. Date & venue:   Date :25 to 29 June 2018   

 

                            Venue : Kalaprabodhinis institute of interior Design 

 

3. Outcomes  of activity: 

- To interact with master designer professionals  

- To Understand  development in designing a Administrative office University. 

- To know detailing of functional activity of offices. 

- To understand the importance of site experience. 

 

4. Description of activity: 

- To Interaction and motivate students  in Interior design subject ,our college organized 

A 4 day  Workshop on Administrative Office Design by Ar. Ketan Jawdekar. on the 

date of 25 to 29 June 2018   

- The workshop was started at 11 o clock in morning with welcome & felicitation of 

Ar. Ketan Jawdekar. , Pune.by Principle . Ar.Girija Kulkarni and  Ar. Shivraj 

Ghatage( class co-ordinator). 

- This workshop was divided in 3 parts 

-  

1)  In first part students have to do Measure drawing of site so that they learn the 

design process and take actual site experience. For this they are divided in group. 

2) After this , Design requirements were discussed with students as per this student 

have to gathered all information on related subject. This will be second part of the 

workshop. Short listing a good design from them and student make small 

presentation . 

3) After that A.V. presentation by guest designer at 5 pm to 7.30 pm. So the students 

learn how a professional designer do work on such kind of projects with different 

design concept development .Ar.Ketan jawdekar also explained her design 

philosophy used his different award winning  projects.    



- During the process of designing , the guest designer are giving some important 

suggestion by personal  interaction with student.  

- After allotted time given to student, our guest shortlisted some designs from them. 

- These Student have presented their design and ideas to all students. 

- After that Our guest speaker started their presentation on respected subject. 

- They had presented their personal projects with detail explanation.  

- They explain different philosophy related to office design and client brief.. 

- After that they show their different project executed by giving client brief. 

- Then there is question an answer session is done.  

-  Students had actively participated in this session. 

- The workshop was concluded with vote of thanks both by the expert and students. 

 

5. Activity Experience: 

a. Outcome wise description of observations/explanations 

-  Because of group activity , students learn to work in group which is part of their 

profession because while doing their own practice or in offices , they have to work 

and interact with different types of personalities and agencies working on site. So any 

interior project cannot be complete with single person, designer have to handle a 

group people. 

- Architect discussed individually with group while designing session. 

 

b. The concept/principles/procedures learn as the result of activity 

-  Students learn group activity 

- They learn how to develop design and procedure while designing of an office. 

 

6. Assessment of activity outcomes: 

- Student learn to work in group and enjoy thir design with expert discussion. 

- Student learn how to start a design and design process. 

- Student learn how to develop design concept in reality thought the slide share and 

discussion with architect. 

 

 

 

   


